WHO WE ARE?
We are EPHESIANS OVERSEAS MANPOWER SUPPLY INC. (EOMS INC), a duly certified by the Philippine
Overseas Employment Administration (POEA) to mobilize and place Filipino workers worldwide. Our team is
composed of vastly experienced recruitment and client development officers pooled to pursue positive
futures for both applicants and clients.
We have designed our business by developing specialist and consultant teams focusing
on diverse business sectors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy Resources
Infrastructure
Trading
Medical
Hotel, Hospitality, and Restaurants
Food & Beverage
Sales Retail
Wellness, Health, and Beauty.

Ephesians’ recruitment and operating systems are quality assured to delight both the candidates and
clients. We have a premium source tool to gain quality workers and meet client’s labor needs. While we
are offering a quality employment for our candidates to satisfy and seize the opportunity of working
overseas.

Why HIRE through EOMS Inc.
1. EOMS Inc. will save your precious time:
Hiring procedure is one of the times consuming in business sense. You cannot deal with it in a day.
From posting the jobs, to sorting the hundreds of CVs received, shortlisting them etc. Going through
a recruitment agency will save your time and effort from sourcing up to successful onboarding of
your talent needs. EOMS Inc. will let you focus on your business, let us handle the recruitment up to
induction plus we care to what we called “post deployment monitoring” to both candidates and the
company. EOMS Inc. will do the pre-screening to narrowed down your choices and will only present
you a candidate who are worthy of consideration and interview.

2. EOMS Inc. will give you the best
Job openings are usually paired to various applicants but hiring through EOMS Inc. will paired your
job openings to suitable candidates. EOMS Inc. has a sorted database of candidates where they can
pull out CVs of your requirements. EOMS Inc. with vast experience in recruiting has many networks
– our consultant, candidate, client or collaborator has the potential to leverage our networks to help
connect you to people you are looking at. EOMS Inc. as one of the agencies are the usual go-to
institution of every job seekers reason why agency’s database is built up with available candidates.

3. Cost Efficient
You might think that hiring through an agency is costly but actually it is one of the efficient ways to
get your best talent placed on your required post. Agency usually subscribed to top job boards
wherewith they could advertise your demand and reach the most qualified candidates. Plus, they
market your brand all in one cost. They help you building up your brand to every candidate and help
you deal with candidates as well.

Not to mention the peace of mind and the relationship you could develop on hiring through us.

Let’s create a positive future.

WHY PURSUE FILIPINO WORKERS?
We all know that foreign employers preferred Filipinos to assume various position in their companies as they believe
that most Filipinos possess the ability to contribute to company’s success. We have list some of so many qualities why
to hire Filipinos.
QUALITY AND INTEGRITY- More than serving, they fond of delighting other people that’s why they are tagged as most
hospitable. They usually far above the expectations because they love what they are doing resulting to quality works
and unwavering integrity.
excel

RESPONSIBILITY- It is a common reason for every Filipino why they chose to work abroad owing to the fact that they
want a better paycheck for their families. They always strive to be a good provider to their loved ones. In return to the
paycheck they are receiving, they are being responsible with every piece of their task.
EXCELLENCE- Filipino’s adoptability and eagerness to learn usually result to excellence. They easily adjust to their
environment and always willing to learn additional skills. They enjoy learning and excelling. No wonder, we got the
highest percentage of workers placed abroad.
POSITIVITY- Filipino are very adept at overcoming adversity. They know how to smile and manage to stand after the
fall. They are cautious of the bright side and bite into it. They are best in wearing mask of positivity. Who doesn’t want
to work with positive people?

VISION

OUR SERVICES

To create positive futures

MISSION

•

Need Workers? Send your inquiry at
admin@eomsinc.com
Need employer? Send in your CV at
resume@eomsinc.com

To seek and provide positive opportunities
that will lead to positive futures

OUR OFFER
Come and let's have a hand in hand
partnership in achieving positive futures

CORE VALUES
Quality, Integrity, Responsibility,
Excellence, Positivity

OVERSEAS RECRUITMENT AND
PLACEMENT

•

SOURCING MANAGER
Need workers? We will do the sourcing for
you. Send your manpower request at
admin@eomsinc.com

•

DIRECT HIRING ASSISTANCE
You got your employer and visa from and
for abroad? Let us know and we will do the
rest to legalized your mobilization.

